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v.1.0
N18 GANGS
Only the following gangs are allowed. No homebrew or magazine gangs are permitted.
Gangs of the Underhive: All
Book of Judgement: Palanite Enforcers
Book of Ruin: Corpse Grinder Cults, Helot Chaos Cults, Genestealer Cults
Gangs follow their standard gang requirements and restrictions. Please have a paper copy of
your starting gang roster ready to hand to the organisers at the start of the weekend.
CREDITS AND SCRAP
Credits. Gangs have 1100 creds to recruit their starting gang. Credits can be spent on
recruiting fighters and equipment from their gang-specific weapon list as normal.
Scrap. All gangs also start with 500 scrap that can be spent on Ships & upgrades (see Ship
rules). Ships can only be used on Sump Sea or flooded tables in the campaign. The inclusion
of Ships in your gang is entirely optional. Credits can be converted to Scrap at a rate of 1:1 at
any point (including during gang creation), but not vice-versa.
Nothing may be left in the stash from gang creation. Afterwards, from your first battle
onwards, the stash can be used as normal.
HIRED GUNS
Hired Guns, Hangers-On, and Brutes are available as normal. Gangs may not hire Dramatis
Personae.
Ratskin Scout. For reasons that will become apparent in the campaign book, all House gangs
may hire one Hive Scum Hired Gun for free, including their equipment. This happens once,
during the pre-battle sequence of the gang’s first battle. This Hive Scum stays with your
gang and can accumulate Lasting Injuries. If they are lost, killed, or retired, they cannot be
replaced. Instead of the normal equipment rules this Hive Scum must be given a Blind Snake
pouch (see below) worth 60 credits and may take up to 30 credits' worth of Common
weapons from the Pistols, Close Combat Weapons and Basic Weapons sections of the
Trading Post (up to three weapons). Although this Hive Scum is free, they add (30 +
equipment cost) to your gang rating and crew rating if used.
Blind Snake Pouch: A fighter with a Blind Snake pouch gains the Dodge skill. When
making a dodge against an attack made by a fighter using the Overwatch skill, the dodge will
succeed on a roll of 4, 5 or 6.

TERRITORY AND INCOME
Following the Scavvy incursion, food shortage, and subsequent revolt, all semblance of law
and order has collapsed in the dome. The survivors are scrambling to escape the rising
waters while fighting over the few morsels of remaining food. The campaign will be an
adaptation of the Cannibal Kingdoms Uprising Campaign from the Dark Uprising book.
(Necessary rules will be available in the event campaign booklet.) The Insurrection Phase
will happen during the first day of the event, and the Damnation Phase during the second.
Downtime will occur between the two event days with no Fresh Recruitment. Each battle
counts as occurring in a separate campaign week.
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Each gang starts with two territories from the campaign-specific territory table (similar to the
Uprising Territories), determined at the start of your first game. At the end of the post-battle
sequence, randomly determine one of your territories to become flooded. Roll up a new
territory from the table to replace it.
As the waters rise, the remaining patches of dry hive dwindle. At the start of the second day
of the event determine one new territory to replace the previous two. As before, this one also
gets flooded after at the end of the post-battle sequence and a replacement determined.
TRADING POST AND EQUIPMENT
During the Distribute Equipment step of the post-battle sequence, equipment may be taken
off any of your Gang Fighters and put into the stash. New equipment may be purchased as
normal, but only from the Trading Post in the Gangs of the Underhive book or your gangspecific equipment list.
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N18 CORE RULES AMENDMENTS
The following rules are amended from how they appear in the books.
Tactics Cards
All gangs must have a deck of 20 tactics cards.
The following cards are banned: Dangerous Footing, Death Trap, History of Violence
Stray Shots
Use the alternative rules below.
If an attack with a ranged weapon misses a target, roll a D6 for each fighter that is Engaging
the target, starting with the fighter closest to the attacker. On a roll of 1, 2 or 3, the fighter is
hit by the attack. On a 4, 5 or 6, the shot misses them - move on to the next fighter Engaging
the original target.
If an attack with a ranged weapon misses by rolling a natural 1, even if the target is out of
range, there is a chance that other fighters, friendly or enemy, that are within 1" of the line
along which the range between the attacker and the target was measured (but not Engaging
the target), will be hit. Roll a D6 for each fighter that is at risk of being hit (after determining
if any fighters Engaging the target are hit), starting with the fighter closest to the attacker. On
a roll of 1, the fighter is hit by the attack. On a 2+, the shot misses them - move on to the next
fighter at risk of being hit.
If the attack would have caused more than one hit, follow this sequence for every hit.
Sentries
Once the alarm is raised, any of the defender's fighters with ready markers are activated one
after another (with no more of the attacker's fighters activating) and then the round ends. This
should encourage the attacker to try and delay raising the alarm as long as possible, and then
put both gangs on a level footing once the alarm is raised.
Also, the first point under "Raising the Alarm" should read that the alarm is raised if "Any
sentries have a Ready or Blaze marker when it is the defender's turn to activate a fighter."
Finally, the defender shouldn't make Bottle tests until after the alarm is raised.
Fleeing the Battlefield
Whenever a scenario says "If a gang voluntarily bottles out and flees the battlefield..." it
should say "If a gang voluntarily bottles out or voluntarily flees the battlefield..." instead.
Juves Gaining Experience
In addition to the normal rules, a Juve gains 1 additional Experience if they take an enemy
fighter Out of Action.
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Underdogs
When a gang fights an enemy gang with a higher gang rating then its fighters earn extra
Experience points. The higher the enemy gang’s gang rating the more points the underdog
earns. The number of bonus points is shown on the table below. This shows the extra points
earned for each fighter who survives the battle both for a win and a defeat.
Difference in Gang Rating
1-99
100-299
300-599
600-999
1,000-1,499
1,500+

Experience Bonus (Win / Lose)
+1 / +0
+2 / +1
+3 / +2
+4 / +3
+5 / +4
+6 / +5
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N18 SUMP SURFACE AND SWIMMING
For hive scenarios where the floor is flooded, and on the Sump Sea, sometimes the waters are
a bit more interesting. If at least one player wants to use the special Sump Surface rules, then
the player who determined the scenario rolls 1D6 after the scenario has been determined and
consults the following table to establish what the table surface represents.
1) Sumpwater: You wouldn't want to drink it, but it is relatively harmless. Follow the usual
ship and swimming rules for anyone falling in or trying to traverse it.
2) Thick Sludge: Although relatively harmless, the sludge reduces the movement of anyone
caught in it by half, including ships. Round up.
3) Acidic Waste: Anyone unlucky enough to end up in it takes a Strength 2, Damage 1 hit
that ignores armour every turn they stay in the waste. The hit is worked out when they first
enter the waste or begin their activation in it. The hit does not affect the fighter's activities if
they survive. Ships are resilient enough for the acid to not affect them.
4) Crust: The surface is either crusted over by some chemical reaction or a thick
accumulation of flotsam. Fighters can move on it without swimming. However, it is possible
they could break through – when a fighter activates on the crust, or whenever they move onto
it, make an Initiative check for them. If they fail, they have broken through and spend the rest
of their turn scrabbling back onto the surface; their activation ends immediately. The Crust
reduces ship movement by half, rounding up.
5) Rough Waters: Nearby turbulence is creating large waves across the surface, making it
hard to aim. Treat the result as 1) Sumpwater above. In addition, shots from fighters on ships
suffer a -1 to hit penalty. Anyone shooting at a target that is on the surface suffers a -1 to hit
penalty as well, as the target constantly bobs up and down. Consequently, someone shooting
at a target in the water from a ship would suffer a -2 penalty.
6) Fast Flow: The water is moving at a pace here. Treat the result as 1) Sumpwater above. In
addition, after all terrain has been placed, roll a scatter die and 3D3", to determine the
direction and rate of flow for the battle. In the Priority phase, before rolling for Priority, all
models in the water are automatically moved that many inches in the direction of the flow.
This movement is only stopped by solid objects. If this movement takes a model off the edge
of the board, they have been swept off by the tide. Seriously Injured fighters swept off go Out
of Action on a 4+, and all others simply miss the rest of the game and are not counted as Out
of Action for the purposes of Bottle tests or the post-battle sequence.
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Moving in Water: Water is treated as difficult terrain (for every 1” a fighter moves through
water, they count as having moved 2”). In addition, a fighter that moves into water stops
moving immediately unless they were taking a Charge (Double) action that would result in
them making one or more close combat attacks against a fighter in the water. All ranged and
close combat attacks against fighters in the water have an additional -1 penalty to the hit roll,
and fighters in the water may not be subject to the Blaze condition.
While in the water, a Standing and Active fighter may only take the following actions:
Swim (Simple): The fighter may move a distance up to their Movement characteristic, and
also climb upwards if they reach a vertical surface (remember that each 1” moved counts as
moving 2” for any portion of the move in water).
Swimming Charge (Double): The fighter makes a Charge (Double) action (remember that
each 1” moved counts as moving 2” for any portion of the move in water), but if they become
Engaged with an enemy fighter who is not in the water then they do not gain a bonus Attack
dice for charging.
Standing and Engaged fighters may act as normal in the water, but can only use one hand to
wield a weapon - the other hand is needed to keep them afloat. This means they cannot use a
weapon with the Unwieldy and Melee traits (unless they have the Bulging Biceps skill), and
do not gain a bonus Attack dice for having Dual Weapons with the Melee or Sidearm trait.
Prone and Pinned fighters in the water can only take the Stand Up (Simple) action.
Prone and Seriously Injured fighters in the water may take no actions when activated. When
they activate, make a Strength check for them. If they fail, they go Out of Action. If they
pass, they can Swim up to a quarter their movement characteristic (half movement halved
again because the water is difficult terrain). If they reach a ladder or terrain piece, they may
climb to safety; place the fighter on the edge closest to where they left the water.
Falling into water: Falling into the water is slightly preferable to falling onto good oldfashioned concrete. If the surface result was Crust, treat the fall as normal. For any other
result, halve the distance fallen.
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Ships
Each gang gets 500 Scrap to spend on Sump Sea Ships. In addition, Credits can be converted to
Scrap at a rate of 1:1 at any point, but not vice-versa. Ships that are sold garner half their value in
Scrap. Sump Sea Ships should be kept on a separate roster and their Scrap value is not added to
your gang rating by default.
All Medium and Large Ships can only be used on Sump Sea Tables (there will be several such 4’x6’
tables). If a gang has some Small Ships, any of them may be used on non-Sump Sea tables (i.e. Hive
tables) when the waters start to rise. In this case, their scrap value is added to the Gang Rating and
Crew Rating for the battle.
Size
A Sump Ship must be one of the following Classes:
Ship Class
Small†
Medium
Large
Dimensions‡
6”x2”
8”x4”
10”x6”
Max Occupants (from each gang)
3
6
Unlimited
45° Turns per Game Turn
4
2
1
Hull Cost
50 Scrap
100 Scrap 150 Scrap
† Unstable: Small Ships are manoeuvrable but an unstable platform to shoot from; any Occupants
receive -1 to hit penalty on ranged attacks, or -2 if the weapon has the Unwieldy trait.
‡ Sizes are indicative only. Rule of cool applies, although they should be big enough to fit the
required Propulsion crew members (see below).
Propulsion
All Ships must be powered by at least one of the following methods of Propulsion:
Propulsion Standard
Speed and Cost
Rowed
Sail
Engine

Small
4” (Free)
8” (50 Scrap)
10” (75 Scrap)

Ship Class
Medium
6” (Free)
6” (60 Scrap)
8” (100 Scrap)

Large
6” (Free)
6” (70 Scrap)
6” (125 Scrap)

A Ship may have more than one type of Propulsion equipped. Each method must be paid for with
the corresponding amount of scrap for the Ship size, and to function the Propulsion method must
have sufficient Designated crew. Only one Propulsion method may be used per turn.
Ship Activation
Each ship should be given a Ready marker during the Ready Fighters step of the Priority phase. A
Ship Activation is a form of Group Activation which cannot be combined with any other kind of
Group Activation. Instead of activating a fighter you can declare you are activating a Ready ship. This
allows any number of Ready fighters (up to the number of available positions on the ship’s oars,
sails, engine, helm, barrel mine launcher and fighter launcher) to be activated as part of a Group
Activation, provided they all take the Man Position (Basic) action. Once all fighters being activated
have done this, the ship can then make a move action as detailed later, and after it has moved the
effects of any One Hand on the Wheel (Basic) and Swashbuckling Charge (Basic) actions performed
by the crew are resolved.
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Crew
In order to operate a Ship, crew need to be Designated to various positions (oars, sails, engine, helm,
barrel mine launcher or fighter launcher) using the Man Position (Basic) action. This action can only
be taken if an Occupant from the gang controlling the Ship is Standing and Active within 1” of the
position they are designated to. Note that you do not take the Man Position (Basic) action to
Designate a crew member to a Harpoon Gun (see later).
A Ship may perform turns if it is able to move that turn and has a Designated Helmsman. For a Ship
to move up to full speed, the following numbers of crew must be Designated to the given Propulsion
system for that turn. If fewer than half the required crew are Designated to a propulsion system,
then the Ship cannot move using it that turn. If between half and the full required crew are
Designated, then its speed is halved.
Crew Required
Ship Class
for Full Speed Small Medium Large
Rowed
2^
3
4
Sail
1^
2
3
Engine
1*^
1
2
Helmsman
1*^
1*
1*
* The Engine crew of a Small Ship and all Helmsmen have a hand free. They may therefore perform
the One Hand on the Wheel (Basic) action, which allows them to make a ranged attack with one
weapon that has the Sidearm or Grenade trait after the ship has moved, provided they are still
Standing and Active.
^ The Man Position (Basic) action for the helm and propulsion systems on a Small Ship is treated as a
Man Position (Simple) action, meaning one of the propulsion crew of a Small Ship may also be its
Helmsman. For example, the driver of a Small jetski (Engine) can either move and turn the Ship, or
move it in a straight line and perform the One Hand on the Wheel (Basic) action to shoot with a
weapon that has the Sidearm or Grenade trait.
Ship Armour
To protect themselves, gangs have started equipping scrap armour to the sides of their Ships. The
various Ship Classes offer the following cover saves to their Occupants against shots originating from
sea-level outside the Ship or from another Ship. Shots from an elevated ground position (e.g. top of
a tower) are worked out following the normal line of sight rules, assuming the sides of the Ship
confer the below cover bonuses.
Cover Modifier
Bow (Front)
Port and Starboard (Sides)
Stern (Back)

Small
-1
-1
-1

Ship Class
Medium
-2
-2
-1

Large
-2
-2
-1

Ships should be modelled to represent the above, although rule of cool still applies. Whatever the
eventual models look like the above will apply. If the target and firer are both on the same Ship,
then work out cover modifiers as normal, based on whatever on-deck equipment happens to be in
the line of fire.
Ship Damage
Sump Sea Ships cannot be sunk and should be treated as scenery that can move.
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Movement
Ships move only forwards, unless using Engines or Rowing for propulsion, in which case they may
also move in reverse at half speed. Ships may turn (by pivoting about their centre up to 45°) at any
point during their movement distance, and count as moving even if only turning. Ships may move up
to their standard movement, with the following special rules for Sails and Engines.
If a Ship moves 12” or more in a turn, all occupants are considered as Rapid Moving Targets (-1 to
hit). Fighter movement is counted separately to Ship movement for these purposes, so a Fighter
moving 4” on a Ship moving 8” would not be a Rapid Moving Target.
Note, speed multipliers are cumulative. So a Small rowboat going backwards (x0.5) using half the
required Designated crew (x0.5) could move up to one quarter of its normal speed 4”x0.5x0.5 = 1”.
Sails
After choosing a board edge, the player that deploys first rolls a D6 prior to setting up any models to
determine the wind direction for the battle relative to their deployment edge.

Sail powered Ships use one and a half their standard movement speed when moving within 45° of
the wind direction, half standard movement speed when moving within 45° of the reverse wind
direction, and their standard movement speed everywhere else. Movement using Boosters is
unmodified by wind.
Engines
Roll a D6 just before a Ship moves using its Engine. On a roll of a 1 the engine has a problem and
cannot be used until restarted. At least one crew member Designated to the Engine must pass an
Intelligence check to restart it as part of their Man Position (Basic) action. Each crew member
Designated to the Engine gets one attempt per turn, starting with the turn in which the 1 was rolled.
If passed, the engine is restarted but can only go at half speed that turn due to the delay. Another
form of propulsion can be used instead of the engine if it has Designated crew.
Alongside and Boarding
If Ships get alongside models may move from one Ship to another normally, if there is a gap the
usual rules for leaping apply. Obviously due to the way players may model the Ships actually getting
alongside may be impossible. However, if the Ship movement distance is sufficient to allow it, Ships
should be treated as being alongside.
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Ramming
When one Ship rams another, the Occupants of the Ship being rammed must make an Initiative
check. If it is a head-on collision, the Occupants of both Ships have to test. Any Occupants that fail
this check are immediately pinned. Ships may only ram Ships of the same Class and smaller.
If a non-Ship model is rammed, they are immediately pined and moved out of the way of the Ship.

Equipment
Boosters– Cost 25/50/75 Scrap for Small/Medium/Large Ship (one per Ship)
Turns out you can make anything go faster! Amongst other things crews have been known to strap
on a rocket, add nitro to the engine, whip the oarsmen, or rein in something big and nasty from the
deep. Once per game, when activated by the Designated Helmsman, the Ship moves an extra 6”
directly forwards. No Designated crew can perform the One Hand on the Wheel (Basic) action that
turn and any other Occupants receive a -1 to hit penalty on ranged attacks for the rest of the turn.
Smokescreen Launcher– Cost 20 Scrap (one per Ship)
Once per game, at the end of a Ship’s movement, its Designated Helmsman may deploy the
smokescreen. For the rest of this turn , the Ship and everything in it are treated as being inside a
Smoke cloud, which may dissipate in the End Phase as normal (see the Smoke weapon trait for
details). Note that the smokescreen is deployed before any One Hand on the Wheel (Basic) actions
can be resolved.
Barrel Mine Launcher– Cost 25 Scrap (Medium or Large Ships only, one per Ship)
A barrel full of boom! What could go wrong? These crude explosives can be used to deter pursuit,
lay an ambush, or an effective means of catching sump fish. At any point during the Ship’s
movement, a crewmember Designated to the Barrel Mine Launcher may drop one Barrel Mine
overboard, but not in contact with any Ships. Mark the mine’s position with a suitable marker (e.g. a
barrel, frag trap, or 25mm miniature base). The mine becomes armed at the end of the Ship
Activation. Once armed, the mine is treated as a frag trap (Gangs of the Underhive, page 135).
Any Ship touched by the Blast marker when the frag trap is triggered is treated as if it had just been
rammed (Occupants must immediately pass an initiative check or be pinned).
Fighter Launcher– Cost 30 Scrap per launcher (Medium or Large Ships only, max 1/2 for
Medium/Large)
Swing ropes, bungee poles, and other devices to get across the water. The crewmember Designated
to this launcher can take the Swashbuckling Charge (Basic) action, provided they are still Standing
and Active. This action allows them to propel themselves up to their Move+D3" in any direction
after the ship has moved, ignoring intervening obstacles and models (assuming the Fighter can
feasibly get there, e.g. not through a solid bulkhead). This movement counts as a Charge, and allows
the fighter to move within 1” of an enemy fighter, provided they end their movement in base to
base contact with one or more enemy fighters.
Harpoon Gun – Cost 50 Scrap per gun (Medium or Large Ships only, max 2/4 for Medium/Large)
Harpoon Guns are huge, brutal weapons loaded with Harpoons the length of a man attached to
chains. Normally used to catch a myriad of mutated Sump Sea creatures, savvy crews now use them
to skewer enemies and lock onto opposing Ships.
Harpoon Guns are mounted on the deck of the Ship and have a 90° arc of fire. One fighter within 1”
of the Harpoon Gun may attack with a harpoon launcher (Gangs of the Underhive, page 127) instead
of one of the weapons they are armed with when taking the Shoot (Basic) action. Range and line of
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sight should be measured from the Harpoon Gun for this attack. Once a fighter has used a Harpoon
Gun in a turn no other fighters may use the same Harpoon Gun that turn. Note that, as you do not
take the Man Position (Basic) action to Designate a crew member to a Harpoon Gun, it may not be
used as part of a Ship Activation.
Attachment: Harpoons may be used to Attach to Ships instead of attacking an enemy fighter when a
fighter makes a Shoot (Basic) action with the Harpoon Gun. All Ships count as a large target (i.e. +1
to hit), but don’t take any damage from Harpoons. The location where the Harpoon hits and
Attaches should be marked with a suitable marker. Until the Harpoon is removed, models that are
Attached cannot move away from each other, and the Harpoon Gun cannot fire again. To remove a
Harpoon a Fighter must be in base to base contact with either the Harpoon hit marker or Harpoon
Gun and use the Remove Harpoon (Simple) action to try to remove the harpoon. The harpoon is
removed with a successful Intelligence check.

Special Rules
Going Overboard
If an Occupant goes from Standing to Prone within ½” of the edge of a Ship they must make an
Initiative check. Railings at least ½” tall add 1 to the result of the Initiative check as normal. If they
fail, they fall overboard. They take the fall damage, and then follow the rules for Swimming. The
front, back, and sides of all Ships are treated as ladders, so the Fighter may climb up or down in their
movement phase.
Shooting on the Sump Seas
On the Sump Sea tables the hive chemicals create a fog that can barely be seen through. The fog
means that Fighters receive a -1 penalty to hit when shooting at anything further away than 12” but
within 24”. Anything further than 24” can’t be seen other than as a murky green shadow.
Blast Weapons
If a normal (non-persistent) Blast marker is centred on the water, then it dissipates harmlessly
(unless it is from a frag trap deployed from a barrel mine launcher). If the centre of a persistent
Blast marker (e.g. from a weapon with the Smoke or Graviton Pule trait) is on the deck of a Ship,
then it will move with the Ship when the Ship moves. Otherwise, the persistent template remains
on the water surface.
Capturing Ships
There is glory and loot to be had by plundering enemy ships! If at the start of any turn only your
Fighters are present on an enemy Ship, they may crew that vessel as if it was yours until the reverse
is true. An enemy Ship is considered Captured in the turn it is first moved by you, and all Fighters on
board earn +1 XP. Each Captured Ship you are still crewing at the end of the game, and those that
are unoccupied when the battle ends, get looted by your gang. Depending on the size of the Ship,
the following loot is added to your gang’s income: Small = D3x5, Medium = 2D3x5, and Large =
3D3x5 credits. Captured Ships are abandoned after they are looted and returned to the owning
player for their next battle.
Fleeing the Battlefield
If all the fighters on a ship flee the battlefield at the start of the Action phase then that ship is
removed with them, unless it was an enemy ship (in which case it is left unoccupied). If a gang
voluntarily flees the battlefield then all of their ships which have at least one of their Fighters (and
no enemy Fighters) on board are removed from play; unoccupied ships and those with enemy
fighters on board remain, and may be looted as described above.
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Hull Cost
Move
Propulsion Crew
Cost

Small
50 Scrap
4”
2^
Free

Ship Class
Medium
100 Scrap
6”
3
Free

Sail

Move
Propulsion Crew
Cost

8”
1^
50 Scrap

6”
2
60 Scrap

6”
3
70 Scrap

Engine

Summary Table

Move
Propulsion Crew
Cost

10”
1*^
75 Scrap

8”
1
100 Scrap

6”
2
125 Scrap

1*^
3
4
-1

1*
6
2
-2

1*
Unlimited
1
-2

Port and Starboard (Sides)

-1

-2

-2

Stern (Back)

-1

-1

-1

1
25 Scrap
1

1
50 Scrap
1

1
75 Scrap
1

0

1

1

0

1

2

0

2

4

Propulsion

Rowed

†

Cover
Modifier

Helmsman
Max Occupants (from each gang)
45° Turns per Game Turn
Bow (Front)

Maximum Equipment
and Cost

Boosters
Smokescreen Launcher
20 Scrap
Barrel Mine Launcher
25 Scrap
Fighter Launcher
30 Scrap
Harpoon Gun
50 Scrap

Large
150 Scrap
6”
4
Free

† Unstable: Small Ships are manoeuvrable but an unstable pla orm to shoot from; any Occupants
receive -1 to hit penalty in shooting, or -2 if the weapon has the Unwieldy trait.
* The Engine crew of a Small Ship and all Helmsmen have a hand free. They may therefore perform
the One Hand on the Wheel (Basic) action, which allows them to make a ranged attack with one
weapon that has the Sidearm or Grenade trait after the ship has moved, provided they are still
Standing and Active.
^ The Man Position (Basic) action for the helm and propulsion systems on a Small Ship is treated as a
Man Position (Simple) action, meaning one of the Propulsion crew of a Small Ship may also be its
Helmsman.
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